Proteinuria is one of the hallmarks of glomerular injury and dysfunction. It manifests as an increase in urinary excretion of different plasma proteins, namely albumin and immunoglobulins. The studies in humans and in experimental animals have been focused on finding components of filtration apparatus that damaged cause proteinuria.

Filtration through the glomerular capillary wall occurs along an extracellular pathway including the endothelial pores, the GBM and the slit diaphragm. All these components are quite permeable for water, ions and small solutes. The barrier function of glomerular capillary wall for macromolecules is selective for size, shape and charge. The size selectivity of the filtration barrier is in part established by the dense network of the GBM. The most restrictive structure appears to be the slit diaphragm. The charge selectivity results from the dense accumulation of negatively charged molecules throughout the entire depth of the filtration barrier, including the surface coat of endothelial cells, and the high content of negatively charged heparan sulfate proteoglycans in the GBM and glycocalyx enriched with sialoglycoproteins on the surface of visceral epithelial cells [1].

Mechanisms of proteinuria

Functional studies in proteinuric states in humans have shown that usually there is a rela-
tively higher elevation of the clearance values for albumin as compared to IgG. It is seen especially in minimal change disease and in early stage of diabetic nephropathy.

The fact that there are always variable degrees of alteration in size-selectivity along with loss of charge-selectivity suggests that there are certain structural components of the filtration barrier that are commonly affected and which ultimately influence the values of both parameters of the fractional clearance at the same time [1].

**Glomerular basement membrane alterations**

There is a wide variety of circulating cations that could localize in the GBM in various forms of glomerulonephritis and cause the neutralization of the GBM. The most prevalent ones include lisoyme and myeloperoxidase derived from macrophages and leucocytes and factor 4 derived from platelets. In addition, several cationic antigens and antibodies have been shown to bind with the GBM anionic sites and induce an immune injury, e.g. nucleosomes in lupus nephritis. The thickening of GBM is observed in membranous glomerulonephritis, diabetic nephropathy and Alport’s syndrome. Also in the latter and in the thin basement membrane nephropathy the thin GBM is seen [2].

Degradation of the GBM components: the core-peptide of proteoglicans, type IV collagen, laminin, fibronectin [2] occur by the action of proteolytic enzymes, serine proteases such as elastase [3]. This is supported by the finding of increased urinary excretion of GBM, type IV collagen and laminin fragments in various types of glomerulonephritis. Preexposure of the GBM to reactive oxygen species (ROS) action increase their susceptibility to proteolytic degradation. ROS may cause distortion of GBM affecting podocyte-GBM connection [4, 5]. Moreover ROS induce granulocyte macrophage colony stimulating factor (GM-CSF) production by podocytes enhancing glomerular inflammation and glomerular injury [6].

**Visceral epithelial cell alterations**

Accumulating evidence indicates that podocytes, with their primary and secondary foot processes, and the interpodocyte slit membranes are the final glomerular seal to prevent leakage of circulating plasma proteins.

The alterations in podocytes are seen almost universally in most proteinuric states [5, 7]. These include fusion and effacement of foot processes with focal areas of detachment from the GBM. The alterations in the podocyte foot processes with the loss of sialoglycoproteins, and podocyte detachment from the GBM are the critical events that lead to accentuated transglomerular passage of proteins, along with the loss of cell surface negative charge.

Podocytes in the adult are incapable of regenerative cell replication. The loss of podocytes for any reason can only be compensated for by hypertrophy of the remaining podocytes.

Loss of podocytes leads to the loss of separation of the tuft from Bowman’s capsule resulting in a segmental synechia. Naked GBM areas allow access to the GBM by the parietal cells of Bowman’s capsule. Thereby a gap in the parietal epithelium comes into existence, through which glomerular tuft structure come into direct communications with the interstitium. Tuft adhesion represents the first stage in the development of segmental glomerulosclerosis [8, 9].

Data have been presented that misdirected filtration through Bowman’s capsule, with filtrate spreading along the corresponding tubule, might be an essential mechanism accounting for the extension of the glomerular damage to the tubule and the surrounding interstitium [10].

**Podocytopenia and disease severity in IgA nephropathy**

IgA nephropathy is common form of glomerulonephritis and is characterized by mesangial deposition of IgA. Patients with severe renal dysfunction had a reduced number of podocytes per glomerulus. The degree of podocytopenia correlated with the extent of glomerular sclerosis and of impairment of permselectivity and GFR, with worsening injury below an apparent threshold podocyte number of about 250 cells per glomerulus. There were no corresponding correlations between these indices of injury and the number of mesangial and endothelial cells [11].

**Nephrin – a key component of the glomerular filtration barrier**

Nephrin is a major protein in the slit diaphragm and lateral podocyte membranes. Congenital nephrotic syndrome of the Finnish type (CNF), a disease characterized by a fusion of podocyte foot processes and uncontrolled massive proteinu-
nia, is considered as a prototype disease disrupting the filtration barrier [12, 13]. The characteristic nephrin mutations in the CNF patients, induction of rapid proteinuria by *in vivo* injection of antinephrin antibodies and remarkable down regulation of nephrin-specific mRNA levels in experimental models, all suggests its crucial role in maintaining of the glomerular filter [14]. In spite of discreet changes in podocytes in minimal change disease it has been shown that granularization of nephrin corresponded to the degree of foot process effacement and the amount of proteinuria [15].

### CD2-associated protein (CD2AP) and podocin – the other major functional components of the glomerular filtration barrier

CD2AP molecule is apparently involved in the cell-to-cell interactions needed to activate the T cells of the immune system. When the CD2AP gene was knocked out in mice, it came out that besides the defect of the immune system – the animals developed congenital nephrotic syndrome and died of the kidney disease [16]. Examining the animal’s kidneys, it was found that that most of mice’s podocytes no longer bore foot processes, and their slit diaphragms were largely missing. The researchers suggest that CD2AP anchors nephrin to the internal protein fibers that form the podocyte cytoskeleton, thus helping form and stabilize the slit diaphragm [13, 17].

Podocin is the other important protein of the slit diaphragm. It interacts directly with nephrin and presumably links ion channels to the cytoskeleton [18]. Mutations in gene NPHS2 encoding podocin are responsible for familial and nonfamilial instances of focal segmental glomerulosclerosis (FSGS) [19] and as the consequence for part of cases of steroid-resistant nephrotic syndrome [20].

### Expression of nephrin in acquired human glomerular disease

Using immunoelectron microscopy it has been found that the expression of nephrin in GN (minimal change disease, membranous and membranoproliferative GN, IgA nephropathy, lupus nephritis, cryoglobulinemic nephritis) was decreased in the areas where the foot processes were affected, and comparable with that of normal controls where the foot process interspaces were preserved [21]. When compared to normal reactivity in glomeruli the anti-nephrin antibodies clearly showed down-regulation in membranous, membranoproliferative and IgA nephropathies, either globally or focally in only some capillary loops. With the 18C7 antibody (for CNF proteinuria-specific epitopes, with no reactivity of normal kidney tissue) glomerular positivity was found in 61 of 120 biopsies. The staining was always visceral with different degrees of intensity and diffusion [22].

These data suggest that unmasking or the novo expression of distinct glomerular proteins may be an important feature reflecting the pathophysiological events in these diseases with altered glomerular permeability, while only mild changes in the slit diaphragm protein nephrin appear to take place.

### Mechanisms of the interstitial fibrosis development in glomerulonephritis

The effect of the massive proteinuria for proximal tubular epithelial cells is the endocytosis of protein with consequent cell injury, organelle congestion, lysosomal swelling and rupture, eventually exposing cell cytoplasm and renal interstitium to the injurious effect of lysosomal enzymes [3, 31]. Urinary enzyme N-acetyl-ß-glucosaminidase (NAG) excretion correlates with tubular cells injury [23]. It has been shown the relationship between the amount of proteinuria, specially IgG and α1 microglobulin excretion and NAG excretion, which may be a marker of responsiveness to therapy [24].

Tubules express receptors for hormones and growth factors, which are filtered as part of non-selective proteinuria in a variety of glomerular diseases. Transforming growth factor-beta (TGF-β), insulin-like growth factor-I, hepatocyte growth factor are involved in the specific interactions with tubular receptors, and they stimulate the synthesis of collagen type I and IV by proximal tubular cells. They also activate tubular epithelial cells to the production of chemokines (such as monocyte chemoattractant protein-1 and Rantes), which may underlie mononuclear cell migration into the interstitium [4].

Interstitial fibrosis development also occurs in result of transdifferentiation of tubular epithelial cells into fibroblasts. The origin of fibroblasts and
myofibroblasts is still not clear: they can be derived from resident interstitial fibroblasts or from resident interstitial fibroblasts or from perivascular cells. They can also be attracted into the interstitium by the action of locally produced cytokines, particularly by PDGF. Alternatively, interstitial fibroblasts and myofibroblasts could be derived from tubular cells through a process of transdifferentiation.

In experimental models new data were obtained about mechanisms of glomerular and interstitial scarring. The cyclic stretch of mesangial cells caused by intraglomerular hypertension activates the synthesis of at least two cytokines: TGF-β and CTGF (connective tissue growth factor), which results in extracellular matrix accumulation and renal injury progression [25]. An increase in glomerular TGF-β mRNA was reported after the onset of hyperglycemia in diabetic rats [26].

**Therapeutic measures to reduce urinary protein excretion in patients with glomerular disease**

The renoprotective effect of angiotensin converting enzyme inhibitors (ACEI) and angiotensin II receptor antagonists (ARA) is well established and they are now routinely used in chronic renal disease to reduce proteinuria and slow progression. ACEI and ARA may lower intraglomerular pressure by both decreasing systemic pressure and inducing efferent arteriolar vasodilatation. In addition, these agents may also inhibit the direct – or TGF-β1 – mediated angiotensin II enhancement of collagen deposition [25]. The early introduction of renin-angiotensin system inhibitors in chronic proteinuric nephropathies before the appearance of renal insufficiency should be a preferable option [27]. The combined use of an ACE-I and an ARA would augment the beneficial influences of both classes of agents: ARA would provide a complete blocking of AT1 receptors of angiotensin II, not guaranteed by ACE-I, whereas the latter would contribute with an increased synthesis of bradykinin [28, 29].

In the last two meetings of The American Society of Nephrology more than 20 studies have analyzed the antiproteinuric effect of the combination ACE-I and ARA. Nearly all have found it significantly greater than the one observed with ACE-I or ARA, although the doses of these were increased when used alone. Interestingly there were no differences in blood pressure that could explain the greater antiproteinuric effect of the combination was observed.

In one of the latest study it has been shown that degree of proteinuria reduction depends on doses of ACE-I and its combination treatment with ARA. ACE-I-lisinopril doses well controlling the blood pressure (20 mg/day) reduced the proteinuria in 45%, but doubled caused 75% lowering of proteinuria. When ARA-losartan was added in doses 50–100 mg per day the 85% reduction of protein loss has been observed [30].
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